
Housing Development in Houghton 
This is how it happens … 

 
As a member of the Neighbourhood Plan Working Party I find that, in spite of our best efforts 
we have not yet achieved a universal understanding in the village about what a 
Neighbourhood Plan (NP) is actually for and what role it can play in influencing the future of 
housing development in Houghton. 
 
For example I have heard some opinions that the NP should be used to stop any development 
at all. Others have inferred that the wording of the questions in the NP consultation survey 
was designed to shape an NP that would support housing development. I thought I would try 
again to explain the basic facts about how the UK’s housing policy and strategy is developed 
and where the NP can and cannot influence this. The NP is about more than housing 
development but I will only address the housing aspect in this article. 
 
At national level, government decides housing policy and strategy, basically how many 
houses it believes are needed, where to build them and over what period of time. The only 
way to influence this, for example to have a national policy only to build in urban areas, is to 
lobby government through whatever channels are available, because at this point “it’s the 
government’s fault”. 
 
Next, the government hands down house building targets to local planning authorities, 
Harborough District Council in our case. These targets include earmarking a five-year supply 
of land available for development.  The potential development sites for Houghton, shown in 
the consultation questionnaire and in the draft NP have all been identified and classified by 
HDC as part of the work they have to do to develop this 5 year supply. The NP has had no 
involvement in or influence on, this work - nor can it. 
 
The local planning authorities then develop their local plan and this is where they decide on 
the numbers of houses and where they should be built, which must align with the government 
targets. The only way to influence this, for example to have fewer houses, or even no houses, 
built in Houghton, is to lobby HDC through whatever channels are available. So now “it’s 
HDC’s fault”, but only in connection with the allocations they have made around the district. 
 
Only at this point does our NP begin to have any role to play and any influence. It cannot 
directly influence the number of houses HDC has allocated to be built in Houghton. If we 
were to submit an NP, however well argued, that called for substantially less development in 
the local plan, or even no development, our plan would be thrown out and all the work 
wasted. What the NP can do is influence what types of houses are built, where they are built, 
that is, which sites should or should not be developed, their design and site design. The 
figures for numbers of houses currently included in the draft plan are estimates given to us by 
HDC. They have told us they will be giving us the final figures shortly and these are the 
figures that will be used in the final NP. 
 
What this means is that with an NP in place any developer must conform to the requirements 
of the local plan AND the NP in any proposals for development in Houghton. The only 
proviso is that the criteria the NP applies must not result in development being financially 
unviable. 
 



So why have an NP at all if it can only influence the very end point of housing policy and 
strategy on Houghton? Well the reason is that it would put a stop to the sort of planning 
application “free for all” we are currently experiencing. Developers have been rushing to get 
approvals before the local plan and the NP are finalised and in place. These applications have 
had to be opposed individually by groups of residents fighting each application as best they 
can, without the resources the developers have available to them. With an NP in place 
developers will have to make proposals that conform to the NP criteria. 
 
Steve Goodman – Member of NP Working Party 


